This paper presents an adaptive equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS) and a linear quadratic tracking (LQT) method for optimal power-split control of combustion engine and electric machine in a hybrid electric vehicle (HEV). The objective is to deliver demanded torque and minimize fuel consumption and usage of service brakes, subject to constraints on actuator limits and battery state of charge (SOC). We derive a function for calculating maximum deliverable torque that is as close as possible to demanded torque and propose modeling SOC constraints by tangent or logarithm functions that provide an interior point to both ECMS and LQT. We show that the resulting objective functions are convex and we provide analytic solutions for their second order approximation about a given reference. We also consider robustness of the controllers to measurement noise using a simple model of noise. Simulation results of the two controllers are compared and their effectiveness is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) can improve fuel economy and reduce pollutant emissions by propelling the vehicle with multiple actuators. HEVs possess an internal combustion engine (ICE) and at least one electric machine (EM) [1] , and require a controller to optimally split demanded power between the ICE and EM, while minimizing fuel consumption and simultaneously satisfying constraints on battery state of charge (SOC), drivability, emissions, etc.
The power-split control for energy management of HEVs can be divided into rule-based and optimization-based methods [2] . HEV applications with rule-based methods, often designed by system criteria or with fuzzy logic, have been assessed by [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . These methods are generally easy to implement and are computationally suitable for real time applications, but they cannot guarantee optimal solution and the process of finding suitable system criteria may be cumbersome [10] .
Optimization-based controllers generally require a model of the HEV powertrain and are able to guarantee local or global optimum. These methods typically employ predictive information about a future driving cycle, described by road gradient and velocity profiles as a function of distance [11] , [12] , [13] . Optimal power-split decision along the driving cycle is often ensured via calculus of variations or Pontryagin's minimum principle (PMP) [14] . A well-known PMP inspired method for optimal control of HEVs is the equivalent consumption minimization strategy (ECMS), where electric energy is approximated to equivalent amount of fuel by the use of the battery costate, also known as the equivalent factor [15] , [16] . Then, the main challenge in ECMS is transcribed to finding an optimal trajectory for the equivalent factor that satisfies battery SOC constraints. If SOC constraints are imposed only at the initial and final instance of the driving cycle, the solution of the PMP methods generally leads to a constant equivalent factor which is obtained numerically by solving a two-point boundary value problem with iterative approaches [17] . However, a constant equivalent factor cannot prevent violation of SOC constraints at intermediate instances. Several approaches have been proposed to mitigate this problem, but the most common are the horizon-split technique [18] , [19] and approaches where the equivalent factor is adapted by a SOC feedback. ECMS approaches where the equivalent factor is adapted with a SOC feedback have been proposed in [20] , [21] , [22] . The authors in [20] propose a proportional-integral (PI) controller to calculate the equivalent factor that tracks a given SOC reference. A nonlinear PI controller is proposed in [21] , where the proportional part is modeled by a cubic penalty function of the normalized SOC value. A robust proportional ECMS controller is designed in [22] , where the proportional term is modeled with a tangent function.
Linear quadratic controllers have also been proposed for optimal control of HEVs. These controllers are well-known and highly useful in the optimal control theory. They are employed in many applications due to their simple structures and explicit and stable solutions. A linear quadratic optimal control has been applied in [23] for splitting power and tracking a constant reference SOC and two feedback coefficients have been obtained for electric mode and hybrid mode operation of HEV. A linear quadratic tracking (LQT) method has been used to optimize route and speed for a given origin-destination pair with the given expected trip time by [24] . Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) has been employed to control vehicle speed by [25] , to improve drivability and reduce excessive clutch wear during the transition from electric to hybrid driving by [26] and to correct the battery power in hybrid mode, promote charge sustainability and make the final SOC at the end of optimization horizon be close to its target by [27] . These controllers have been designed without considering SOC constraints in the optimization problem and fuel consumption in the LQR's objective function.
One of the most important requirements of power-split arXiv:2004.01921v1 [eess.SY] 4 Apr 2020 control in an HEV is to deliver the torque demanded by supervisory controller and/or driver. While solving a power-split optimization problem in HEVs with ECMS and LQR/LQT methods, it is often assumed in the reviewed literature that the demanded torque is fully delivered by the ICE and/or the EM. However, it is possible in practice that demanded torque cannot be delivered because of constraints violation, e.g. SOC bounds. In this case, the delivered torque should be maximized. In [28] , an LQT controller has been designed where the difference between demanded and delivered power and tracking errors of fuel mass and the battery SOC have been parts of its objective function. The resulting solution is a compromise between power tracking requirements, fuel consumption minimization and SOC tracking. Furthermore, the SOC bounds have not been considered in the problem and references for battery and fuel mass have been constant. In practical applications the trajectory references for the battery SOC and fuel mass can change according to a driven cycle. This paper provides several contributions to overcome the shortcomings of previous approaches. By considering that demanded torque may not be deliverable, as the first aim of the HEV optimal control we derive the deliverable torque limit that is as close as possible to the demanded torque. This also allows decreasing the number of control inputs in the optimization problem to one, thus significantly reducing the computational effort for computing the optimal control. Furthermore, the proposed input reduction is made such that usage of service brakes is avoided when demanded torque is negative. Second, we explicitly impose constraints on the battery SOC and we design and investigate adaptive ECMS and LQT controllers. In order to derive computationally efficient analytic solutions, the SOC constraints are modeled by nonlinear interior point penalty functions. For the adaptive ECMS control, we compare the performance between the commonly used tangent function with novel logarithm penalty functions. The latter are also used in a novel LQT controller that trades off fuel consumption, time-varying SOC reference tracking and proximity to SOC constraints. We prove that the resulting objective functions in both ECMS and LQT are convex and we obtain a suboptimal solution for the optimization problems analytically by using second order approximation of their objective functions. Moreover, the robustness of controllers to measurement noise is investigated by considering a simple noise model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II states the optimal control problem for a parallel HEV. In Section III a compact convex problem formulation is given. In Section IV, two adaptive power-split control methods are presented. Simulation results are given in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we state the power-split optimization problem for an HEV powertrain in a parallel configuration.
A. Multi-layer control architecture
The optimal energy management of an HEV has the objective of minimizing fuel consumption by incorporating predictive information of the road and traffic ahead [1] . The emerging control problem is dynamic, mixed-integer and nonconvex program that is intractable for real-time computation. The typical approach for obtaining a computationally tractable solution is splitting the problem into a finite number of subproblems, organized into several control layers. Candidates for computationally efficient multi-layer control architectures of HEVs and conventional vehicles have been proposed in [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] . For example, the architecture proposed in [29] includes several hierarchical levels, all with a similar objective of minimizing fuel consumption, but concentrating on different system states and physical constraints and featuring different control horizons, sampling intervals and update frequencies.
The control layers can generally be categorized into two groups; the higher levels include supervisory controllers that generate reference set points, and the lower layers consist of local controllers that track the set points and deliver control signals for the vehicular actuators (see Fig. 1 ). In this way it is possible to design designated local controllers that focus on a specific control functionality, such as the power-split control problem studied in this paper with the aim of minimizing fuel consumption and keeping the battery SOC within its bounds. Typical set points generated by the supervisory controllers, and/or a vehicle's driver, may include reference trajectories for the vehicle speed, transmission gear, engine on/off, clutches, battery SOC, etc. These could be predictive trajectories planned by a supervisor over a look ahead horizon, or instantaneous requests when prediction is not available or the requests are given by the driver.
The objective of the local power-split controller is to track references set by the supervisor, but above all, to make sure that control and state bounds are satisfied. The latter is especially relevant when look-ahead information is uncertain, limited or unavailable [21] , [33] , as tracking such references may lead to infeasibility or poor controller performance. In this paper, we design local power-split controllers that robustly satisfy control and state bounds and perform optimally even when prediction is not available, or reference requests are infeasible. 
B. Model of a parallel HEV powertrain
We consider an HEV powertrain in a parallel configuration, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The powertrain includes an ICE and an EM that both are able to deliver power to the wheels through a gearbox. When mechanical power is negative, the EM may operate as a generator, thus recuperating electric energy that can be stored in a battery for a later use. The powertrain includes two clutches that can disengage both actuators or only the ICE. Since this paper studies optimal power-split decisions, only a hybrid mode of operation where both clutches are engaged, is considered.
Let ω and M dem denote the speed and total torque delivered at the shaft between the EM and the gearbox. The total torque, which is hereafter referred to as the demanded torque,
can be satisfied by aggregating the torques from the ICE (M E ), EM (M M ), service brakes,
and additional braking M Abrk ,
achieved by, e.g., a retarder, a compression release engine brake and/or an exhaust pressure governor. A more proper notation of the lower torque limit in (3) is M Amin (ω(t)), clearly indicating that the speed ω is a time dependent signal. Due to compactness, the time dependence will not be explicitly shown for signals that are input arguments to functions in this paper. The EM torque, the sign of which can be either positive or negative, draws/recuperates electrical power
M (t) (4) from/to the battery. The coefficients d i (ω) ≥ 0, ∀ω, i = 0, 1 and d 2 (ω) > 0, ∀ω, are obtained by fitting a second order polynomial in torque, for grid values of ω within the entire speed range of the powertrain. For any other values of ω, d i are obtained by linear interpolation. This type of model is a common choice for modeling both EMs and ICEs for HEV power-split problems (see e.g. [34] , [35] , [36] ). The EM torque is bounded by speed dependent limits
as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The figure also depicts the efficiency lines of the EM, computed as the ratio between mechanical power ωM M and the corresponding electrical power P Mel . The power balance equation that relates electrical battery power P Bel and EM electrical power can be expressed as
where P B is internal (chemical) battery power, R B and U oc are internal battery resistance and open circuit voltage, respectively, and P aux is electrical auxiliary load on the battery [36] . The battery power is bounded according to
The battery dynamics are modeled aṡ
where E Bmax = Q nom U oc is battery energy capacity, Q nom is its nominal capacity and SOC is its state of charge, bounded as
The fuel consumption by the ICE, µ fuel , can be modeled as a second order function in engine torque
the coefficients a i (ω) ≥ 0, ∀ω, i = 0, 2 and a 1 (ω) > 0, ∀ω, are found similarly as those of the EM. The ICE torque is bounded
with speed-dependent torque limits. When the ICE operates with its minimum torque, fuel consumption is zero that ensures the fuel consumption is non-negative. The ICE torque limits and efficiency are depicted in Fig. 4 . The figure also depicts the additional braking torque and its limits. This torque is defined in the region between M Emin (the solid line) and M Amin + M Emin (the dashed line) curves. It is the difference between the torques in this region and the ICE torque lower bound. 
C. Functionalities of the local power-split control
Situated at the low levels of the multi-layer control architecture, where controllers operate with high frequency, the objective of the local power-split controller is to deliver computationally efficient decisions that optimally split the requested torque between the ICE, EM and service brakes.
Letω(τ ) andM dem (τ ) denote the reference trajectories for the ICE/EM speed and torque, respectively, at time instant τ , SOC(τ ) denote the reference battery SOC andλ B (τ ) its reference costate, which translates battery energy to a fossil-fuel energy [1] . As mentioned earlier, these trajectories are either generated by a supervisory controller, or are a combination of a driver request and a heuristic predictor. For e.g., these trajectories could be guessed by anticipating the forthcoming energy demands with respect to the road topography.
The aim of the controller is to deliver the demanded torque, or as close to it as possible, minimize fuel consumption and avoid usage of M Sbrk that may unnecessarily wear the service brakes. The final objective is SOC reference tracking, for which two options are considered. The most common and ubiquitous choice in literature is tracking a target SOC at the final time only. To this end, the ECMS strategy is generally employed, where a linear penalty term is adjoined to the objective, i.e.
where s B (τ ) = −λ B (τ )/E Bmax is called the equivalent factor and λ B is the battery costate. Here, τ is the time instant when the controller is evaluated and t ∈ [τ, t f ] is any time instance along a look-ahead horizon with final time t f . During one evaluation of the controller, system parameters and set points are considered time invariant, i.e. the reference signals from the supervisor are assumed to hold their requested value at time τ . The ECMS strategy derives directly from the Pontryagin's minimum principle [37] , where the optimal solution of the primal problem can also be obtained by minimizing the Hamiltonian
where a necessary condition for the costate iṡ
with the superscript * denoting the optimal solution. Because battery internal resistance and open circuit voltage are assumed to be constant during one update of the controller, the Hamiltonian is independent of SOC anḋ
i.e. λ * B is not a function of time t. This strategy is typically used in supervisory controllers, where the reference costatě λ B is obtained by solving a two-point-boundary-value problem that leads the system from an initial state SOC(τ ) to a target state [1] , [17] . However, this strategy omits the SOC limits (9), since (14) is not defined when SOC is on the bound. In fact, when SOC is on the bound, the costate is free to jump to other values and, hence, it may not be a constant. One way to resolve this issue is to use a SOC feedback in the local controller to adapt λ B as a function of the reference costatě λ B and SOC(τ ) [21] . The adaptive strategy is discussed further in Section IV-A.
The other option for SOC reference tracking is a straightforward cost term
which directly penalizes deviations from the saturated reference SOC [20] ,
using the penalty coefficient q SOC , where > 0 is a small positive value that serves two purposes. First, to provide further incentive for keeping the battery SOC away from the bounds, and second, to provide robustness towards uncertainty in measured SOC value. Further discussion on the robustness is provided in Section IV-D.
D. Problem statement
When designing a computationally efficient controller, it is suitable to formulate the problem using deliverable demanded torque, reduce the number of control inputs, relax the SOC constraints, seek convexity, and possibly obtain an analytic solution that can be evaluated efficiently. To state the problem, time is discretized with zero order hold. For a chosen sampling interval T s , discretization will give time instances τ = jT s , j = 0, 1, . . .. The time when the controller is updated is denoted by τ , while the time instant along the prediction horizon of each update is denoted by t = τ + kT s , k = 0, 1, . . .. In this paper we study the case where the prediction horizon could be infinite.
Let x = SOC denote the single state in the problem,x =SOC its saturated reference, x min = SOC min and x max = SOC max its bounds and u = P B the battery power. By applying zero-order hold, the system dynamics (8) can be written in a discrete form
These are the necessary ingredients to state the goals of this paper, as follows: 1) Derive a saturation function
that computes the deliverable demanded torqueM dem , for a torqueM dem requested by the driver or supervisory controllers. 2) Show that a single control input
is sufficient to derive the torques of all the actuators,
such that usage of M Sbrk is avoided, and the feasible set of the control input is defined as
where the constraints on SOC are enforced only at the instant k = 1. At remaining instances, SOC constraints are enforced by an interior point penalty function. The reason for doing this will be described later, in Section III-A. 3) Derive the fuel consumption function µ fuel in terms of u and prove convexity of two optimal controllers, one based on ECMS and one on the SOC tracking (16) . The problem relying on ECMS is stated as
where f ECMS p is a nonlinear interior point penalty function that aims to keep the SOC within bounds. The problem with SOC reference tracking is stated as
where x m is the measured SOC value at instant τ = jT s and f LQT p is a strictly convex, nonlinear interior point penalty function that keeps SOC within bounds. In this problem, an infinite horizon controller is designed and updated in every time instance j. This is because the demanded torque, the reference value of ICE/EM speed and reference SOC can change at every instant. 4) Propose a computationally efficient sub-optimal solution of problems (22) and (24), by deriving an analytic solution of their second order approximation. To summarize, the goals of this paper are to derive the function sat in (18), the control bounds u min and u max in (19) and the function f M in (20) , propose the interior point functions f ECMS p and f LQT p , prove convexity of problems (22) and (24), and provide a sub-optimal analytic solution.
For didactic reasons and for compactness, the dependence on j will not be shown in the rest of the paper.
III. COMPACT CONVEX FORMULATION
In this section, we derive the saturation function in (18) for calculating the deliverable demanded torque, show how the reduction of control inputs can be achieved and derive the feasible set of the control input in (21) , and then the functions for obtaining the torques of all the actuators such that usage of service brakes is avoided. We also show that problems (22) and (24) are nonlinear convex programs.
A. Deliverable demand and optimal actuator torques
Recall that at a given update of the controller at time instant j, for all instances k along the horizon, the demanded torquě M dem is assumed to be holding its value requested at instant j. Lemma 1. A necessary condition ensuring that demanded torque is delivered for an infinite horizon iš
where
is the EM torque required to run the electrical auxiliaries, i.e. system (17) is at equilibrium.
Proof: The proof follows directly by investigating the steady-state condition in (17) in the case of infinite horizon control, which requires battery power to be zero, requiring the EM to operate with torque M Meq sufficient to power the auxiliaries. This torque is calculated by using (4) and (6), see Lemma 6 in Appendix A. Then, the maximum torque can be delivered if the ICE operates with its maximum torque.
It is clear that condition (25) is very conservative and impractical, as it merely states that the battery should not be used when demanded torque is greater than M Emax + M Meq . This would disable one of the advantages of HEVs, to boost the acceleration performance of the vehicle by delivering power from both the ICE and EM when demanded torque is high, so in the rest of the paper we will not commit to ensuring the deliverance of demanded torque for an infinite horizon. Instead, we focus on delivering demanded torque at the current instant k = 0, such that battery state stays within bounds at the next instant k = 1. Since the controller is reevaluated at every instant, persistent feasibility is guaranteed. Proposition 1. Control bounds on the battery power, u min , u max , can be derived such that, at a given time instant k, the delivered torqueM dem (k) is as close as possible to the demanded torqueM dem (k), without violating the constraints in (21) . Furthermore, the deliverable demanded torque can be computed as
where maximum deliverable EM torque is
and P Bel , expressed directly from (6), is
Proof: We will prove the proposition by deriving the control bounds u min and u max and by analyzing the torque balance when demanded torque is positive or negative.
If demanded torque is negative, all actuators can be used to deliver part of it. In this case, M Sbrk is used as the last resort and only when the other actuators have reached their minimum torque limit. Similarly, there is no cost incentive for using the additional braking by retarder or compression release engine brake, so M Abrk will also be avoided if not necessary. Hence, the ICE and/or EM will be used to brake the vehicle until they reach their minimum torque limit.
From all the actuators, only the ICE and EM can be used to deliver positive demanded torque. When demanded torque is higher than what the ICE and EM can deliver, i.e. M dem ≥ M Emax +M Mmax , the ICE will operate with maximum torque, to deliver torque that is as close as possible to the demanded torque. In that case, the EM will either operate with maximum torque, or a battery power or SOC limit will get activated. Then, the ICE torque limits can be reflected on the EM, aŝ
where the additional implicit torque limit −d 1 /(2d 2 ) arises from the minimum achievable electrical power, see Lemma 6 in Appendix A. Since the EM is an incrementally passive component, its electrical power increases with its torque. Similar relation holds between the chemical and electrical power of the battery, see Lemma 6 and 7 in Appendix A. Hence, the EM torque limits can be translated as limits on the EM electrical power, which in turn can be reflected as limits on the battery chemical power,
where an implicit limit U 2 oc /(2R B ) has also been included, see Lemma 7 in Appendix A. The SOC limits (9) have been reflected as limits on the control input by deriving the battery power from (17) corresponding to when x at the following instant is at one of its limits.
The deliverable demanded torque can now be obtained by reversing the steps used for obtaining the upper control bound. By substituting the power balance (6) in (31) and using Lemma 6 in Appendix A, the maximum deliverable EM torque can be obtained exactly as in (27) . Hence, the deliverable demanded torque cannot exceed the sum of the maximum ICE and deliverable EM torque and then (26) addresses the saturation function in (18) .
The optimal torques of the actuators and therefore f M in (20) are obtained in a similar manner using the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let u * ∈ [u min , u max ] denote the optimal control input. Then, the optimal actuator torques can be obtained as
Proof: The optimal EM torque is obtained exactly as in (27), by simply replacing u max with u * . If demanded torque is positive, then the optimal ICE torque is the difference between the deliverable demanded torque and the optimal EM torque. If demanded torque is negative, the ICE will provide additional braking down to its lower torque limit. After that M Abrk is used to its saturation limit, and finally M Sbrk is used to deliver the remaining demand.
B. Problem convexity
Let M M (ω, u) = e 0 (ω) + e 1 (ω) + e 2 (ω)P Bel (u)
with e 2 = 1/d 2 > 0, denote the EM torque expressed as a function of battery power, as in (32a) (see also Lemma 6 in Appendix A). Then, by following (32b), ICE torque may be expressed as
which allows fuel consumption to be written as a function of battery power, i.e. µ fuel (ω, u) = µ fuel (ω, M E (ω, u)).
Lemma 2. The fuel consumption µ fuel (ω, u) is a convex and monotonically decreasing function in u.
Proof: From the electric power balance relation (6) it is clear that P Bel (u) is a concave function, and from the proof of Lemma 7 (see Appendix A) it is strictly monotonically increasing in u. Furthermore, since the square-root function in (33) is concave and non-decreasing, M M (ω, u) is also concave in u, and also strictly monotonically increasing (see the proof of Lemma 6 in Appendix A and the composition rules for convexity [38, p. 83] ). The negative of M M (ω, u) is convex and strictly monotonically decreasing, and the maximum of convex functions in (34) is a convex function, so M E (ω, u) is a convex function in u, and also monotonically decreasing. Since the fuel consumption function (10) is convex and strictly monotonically increasing in M E , it follows that µ fuel (ω, u) is a convex and monotonically decreasing function in u. Proof: The objective function of problem (22) includes only the fuel consumption µ fuel (ω, u) and a linear term in u, and it is therefore a convex program. The objective function in problem (24) includes the fuel consumption µ fuel (ω, u), a quadratic function that is convex in the state and a penalty term f LQT p that is also convex in the state, by definition. Hence the objective function of problem (24) is convex in both u and x. Problem (24) is subject to affine constraints in x and u and it is, therefore, a convex program.
IV. ADAPTIVE POWER-SPLIT CONTROL
In this section, we propose quadratisation of the objective function and derive an adaptive proportional ECMS and an LQT for calculating a sub-optimal solution of problems (22) and (24) .
A. Design of adaptive proportional ECMS
In the formulation of problem (22) the constraint on the battery SOC is modeled as a soft constraint using an interior point penalty function. When designing an adaptive proportional ECMS, the penalty function f ECMS p should adapt the battery equivalent factor as in (23) , such that battery SOC is kept within bounds. In order to design the penalty function, we will use the following fact. Lemma 3. The battery equivalent factor s B is nonnegative.
Proof: There are two possibilities for the optimal solution of problem (22) . If the optimal control is not on the bounds, it holds ∂µ fuel ∂u + s B = 0.
According to Lemma 2, µ fuel is monotonically decreasing in u, so ∂µfuel ∂u ≤ 0 and from (35) it follows s B ≥ 0. Moreover, when s B = 0, it can be obtained
which follows from (10), (34) and Lemma 6. This gives the optimum
that will, in fact, be saturated to its maximum value u max , according to Lemma 7, and will require discharging the battery with maximum power. According to Lemma 2, µ fuel is convex in u, so ∂µfuel ∂u is non-decreasing and by considering (35) , s B is non-increasing in u. Hence, there is no reason for using negative values for s B , since the constrained optimal solution is u * = u max when s B = 0. 
Then, functions f ECMS p1 (·) = max 0,
f ECMS p2 (·) = max 0,
with K pi > 0, i = 1, 2, are such interior point functions.
Proof: The proof is straightforward to verify by replac- ing x withx, x min or x max into the penalty functions, and computing the equivalent factor according to (23) . An illustration of the ECMS penalty functions is provided in Fig. 5 .
Remark 1.
A common choice when designing adaptive ECMS controllers is using a proportional nonlinear feedback, see e.g. [32] , [39] . Alternative approaches exist where an integral feedback is also considered, see e.g. [21] , [29] .
In this paper, the equivalent factor is adapted at every instant using f ECMS p1 and f ECMS p2 according to measured SOC and reference values of battery SOC and equivalent factor. After the equivalent factor is calculated, the unconstrained problem (22) can be solved analytically, which involves a solution to a quartic equation [36] . However, obtaining such solutions is complicated, so we suggest approximating the fuel consumption by a quadratic function of u,
by performing a second order Taylor approximation about u 0 = u max (ω). The coefficientsã i , i = 0, 1, 2, can be found by using (10), (34) and Lemma 6. The reason for choosing u 0 = u max is because according to Lemma 2 and definition (29) and (31), fuel consumption is monotonically decreasing in u, and its minimum value is obtained precisely when u 0 = u max . Then, according to (35) , the unconstrained sub-optimal solution is calculated as
while the sub-optimal solution of the problem (22) is
and sub-optimal actuator torques can be obtained from (41) and Proposition 2.
B. Design of adaptive LQT
In this section we propose an LQT to obtain a sub-optimal solution of the optimization problem (24) . Linear optimal control methods that work with quadratic performance over control input and regulation/tracking error (LQR/LQT), are well studied and provide an explicit and stable solution. 
Then, function
with q p > 0, is such an interior point function.
Proof: The proof can be easily verified by replacing x withx, x min or x max into the penalty function.
Condition (42c) ensures that f LQT p is strictly convex, as defined in problem (24) , while (42d) ensures that its minimum is obtained atx. An illustration of this penalty function is provided in Fig. 6 .
Next, problem (24) should be written in a general linear quadratic form. It can be observed that it already has linear dynamics as in LQR/LQT, but its objective is not quadratic. Similarly as in ECMS, we use the second order Taylor approximation of fuel consumption in (39) . It can be rewritten asμ
where the first and second terms in (44) are constants that can be removed from the objective as they do not affect the optimal solution. By using (44) and Taylor expansion of the penalty function f LQT p aboutx, problem (24) can be written as
The optimal control of problem (45) is calculated as
whereP is obtained by solving the Riccati equation,
Solving procedure of this problem is presented in Lemma 8 in Appendix A. Then, the optimal solution of the constrained problem and optimal actuator torques are calculated using (41) and Proposition 2.
At every time instance, the infinite horizon LQT in (45) is solved. Because the reference value of ICE/EM speed, reference SOC and the demanded torque can change at every instant, the weighting coefficients Q and R and therefore the feedback gain may also change.
C. Properties of the designed controllers
In this section we discuss some properties of the adaptive ECMS and LQT controllers. and u * will be equal if the optimal control is not on the bound, otherwise according to (30) and (31) they will have the same sign.
Remark 3. The termǔ = u max −ã 1 /(2ã 2 ) does not directly appear in (46) but it has an effect on R and therefore u o . This is becauseP > 0 and (47) has one acceptable solution,
Using (46) and (49) results in
D. Robustness of the controllers
In this section we calculate the value of such that robustness to state measurement noise is provided.
Let x t denote the true state value and assume that maximum measurement error while evaluating the controller is limited to
To achieve robustness it should be guaranteed that x t and x m are not less than x min or greater than x max . The true state value at instant k = 1 may violate its lower bound if the following conditions are satisfied
and, similarly, may violate its upper bound if
To avoid violating the state bounds, we calculate such that both true and measured value are within bounds
According to (30) and (31), x min + ≤ x(1) ≤ x max − , then x t (1) can have its minimum value when
and it will have its maximum value if
We have
Substituting conditions (55) and (56) in (57) results in
By considering (51), the measured state when the controller is re-evaluated at next instant is bounded as To achieve robustness, it should hold
which can be achieved when
Remark 4. If x m < x min + , then
and the battery is charged, thus moving away from its lower bound. If x m > x max − , then
and battery is discharged, thus moving away from its upper bound.
V. SIMULATION
In this section, simulation results of adaptive proportional ECMS and LQT are presented. Vehicle and controllers parameters are listed in Table I and Table II , respectively. The penalty coefficients used in the design of the controllers are chosen by considering a compromise between delivering demanded torque, minimizing fuel consumption and tracking battery SOC. To achieve robustness to state measurement noise, is chosen by considering (62).
The effectiveness of the designed controllers are shown through three examples. The first example is a general case where all reference trajectories can change at any time instant similar to practical applications. The second and the third examples are special cases with the aim of comparing the adaptive ECMS control and LQT method where the speed is constant and the reference trajectory for demanded torque is time-varying positive or negative, in the second and the third example, respectively.
A. Time-varying reference trajectories for speed and torque
For the first example, the reference trajectories of speed and demanded torque between the EM and the gearbox provided by supervisory controller and/or driver are shown in Fig. 7(a) . For the ECMS control, the reference equivalent factor,š B , is 50.1537 mg/kJ. The reference trajectory of battery SOC and the SOC obtained by using ECMS and LQT control are depicted in Fig. 7 (b) and undelivered demanded torque is shown in Fig. 7(c) . Furthermore, simulation results are summarized in Table III . The results indicate that demanded torque is not delivered completely at some time instants after 790.5 s. This is because the reference SOC is near its lower bound at time instants when the demanded torque is positive and cannot be delivered by the ICE only.
B. Time-varying positive torque reference and constant speed
In the second example, the ICE/EM speed is chosen constant at 1974 rpm and the other parameters are the same as those given in Table II . Furthermore, ECMS control is considered in two cases. In case 1, the reference equivalent factor is the same as that used in the first example. In case 2, it is changed in order to improve the ECMS controllers performance. The reference trajectory of the demanded torque for this example is depicted in Fig. 8(a) . As shown in this figure, the torque is positive and does not satisfy (25) at the time interval between 235 s and 630 s and, hence, there is a risk of not being delivered. The reference SOC should be decreased in this interval but it is intentionally and wrongly chosen to be constant (for example in case of a lack of input data or supervisory control), as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The battery SOC obtained by using the ECMS control in two cases and the LQT method is depicted in Fig. 8(b ) and the controllers are compared in Table IV . As shown in Fig. 8(b) , by using LQT the battery is charged before reference SOC is changed. This is because x <x, (25) is satisfied and according to Theorem 3 the optimal control is negative. At the time interval when demanded torque jumps to a higher value and does not satisfy (25) (demanded torque is above the dashed line in Fig. 8(a) ), The EM torque limit satisfiesM Mmin ≥ M Meq , which follows from (28) . According to the proof of Lemma 2, u is monotonically increasing with M M and therefore by considering (30) , u min and then u * are nonnegative and the battery is discharged. This is an example where although the unconstrained optimal LQT control tries to track the reference SOC, the control bounds force a constrained solution that causes the battery to be discharged. As a consequence, the demanded torque is completely delivered for the entire time horizon. In comparison, by using ECMS control in case 1, the battery is discharged before reference SOC is changed. This is because s B < s B0 , (25) is satisfied and according to Theorem 2 the optimal control is positive. The results show that in this case, the ECMS controllers are not able to deliver the demanded torque at some time instances. Then, in case 2 we increase the reference equivalent factor to 52.9651 mg/kJ, with the aim of delivering the demanded torque completely. As shown in Fig. 8(b) , in this case, the battery is charged before SOC is changed and therefore, the demanded torque can be completely delivered but the average fuel consumption is increased.
C. Time-varying negative torque reference and constant speed
In the third example, the parameters are the same as those in the second example. This example studies a negative demanded torque, with a reference trajectory as depicted in Fig. 9(a) . As shown in the figure, the demanded torque has first a low negative magnitude and then, between 235 s and 630 s, its negative magnitude increases below M Emin + M Meq . The reference SOC should be increased in this interval but it is intentionally and wrongly chosen to be constant (e.g., for the case when supervisory control or input data is not available), as shown in Fig. 9(b) . ECMS control is investigated in two cases similar to the second example. The battery SOC obtained by using the ECMS in two cases of the equivalent factor and the LQT control are depicted in Fig. 9 (b) and simulation results are given in Table IV . As shown in Fig. 9(b (29) . This is because according to the proof of Lemma 2, u is monotonically increasing with M M , and by considering (31), u max and then u * are nonpositive and the battery is charged. This is an example where although the unconstrained optimum from LQT tries to track the reference SOC and discharge the battery, the control bounds force a constrained solution that instead charges the battery. In comparison, by using ECMS control in case 1, the battery is charged before reference SOC is changed. This is because s B > s B0 ,M dem > M Emin + M Meq and according to Theorem 2, the optimal control is negative. As a consequence, the average fuel consumption is greater than that of LQT. In order to decrease the average fuel consumption, we decrease the reference equivalent factor to 48.0375 mg/kJ in case 2. As shown in Fig. 9(b) , in this case, the battery is discharged before SOC is changed and therefore, the average fuel consumption is decreased. Results of the second and the third examples can be summarized by the following remark.
Remark 5. Because delivering the demanded torque in an HEV is the first objective of this paper, when battery SOC is near its lower bound andM dem > M Emax + M Meq > 0, the battery is discharged until x = x min + and if battery SOC is near the upper bound andM dem < M Emin + M Meq < 0, to minimize usage of service brakes, the battery is charged until x = x max − regardless of the reference SOC value.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, to deliver the torque as close as possible to demanded torque, a function is proposed for calculating the maximum deliverable torque. Then, the number of control inputs in the optimization problem is reduced to one and therefore the computational complexity for optimal control calculation is reduced, while usage of service brakes in the case of negative demanded torque is minimized. After that, adaptive proportional ECMS control and an LQT are designed at every time instance to optimize power-split decisions in a parallel HEV by minimizing fuel consumption subject to constraints on actuators and battery SOC. The SOC limitations are modeled by using tangent or logarithm interior point functions. Then, the convexity of the resulting optimization problem is proved and it is analytically solved by using the second order approximation of the objective function.
The simulation results obtained using the ECMS control with two different penalty functions and the LQT controller show that their performance is a trade-off between delivering demanded torque, minimizing fuel consumption and tracking reference SOC. Moreover, they indicate that the reference equivalent factor has a very important role in the performance of the ECMS controller. If it cannot be correctly provided by a supervisory controller, setting it to a proper value is not straightforward. On the other hand, the LQT controller requires only setting a reference battery SOC, which can be either provided by a supervisory controller, or set manually.
In this paper a simple measurement noise model is considered when designing the controllers. Future research may focus on considering more detailed uncertainty and noise models, as well as more detailed HEV powertrain models with additional dynamics, e.g. thermal states of the battery, EM, or the ICE. APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMAS Lemma 6. Equation (4) has a single solution
Thereby, the EM torque is implicitly constrained to
where minimum electrical power is achieved.
Proof: Because d 2 ≥ 0, P Mel is a convex function of M M with minimum obtained at ∂P Mel /∂M M = 0. Hence, minimum electrical power is d 0 − d 2 1 /(4d 2 ) obtained at torque −d 1 /(2d 2 ). One of the roots of (4) is
This is a clear contradiction with a physical EM component where electrical power is monotonically increasing with torque. Hence, the root (67) cannot be a solution to (4) . Furthermore, it is clear that (67) can only provide negative real values for M M , thus not allowing motoring mode. EM electrical power is increasing with torque where M M ≥ −d 1 /(2d 2 ). Equation (65) implies this constraint on torque too.
Lemma 7. Equation (6) has a single solution,
Thereby, chemical battery power is implicitly constrained,
Proof: It can be seen from (6) that P Bel is a concave function of P B . Its maximum is obtained at ∂P Bel /∂P B = 0 and battery power U 2 oc /(2R B ). One of the roots of (6) is
for which it holds
This is a clear contradiction with a physical battery component where chemical battery power is monotonically increasing with P Bel . Hence, the root (71) cannot be a solution to (6) . Furthermore, it is clear that (71) can only provide positive real values for P B , thus not allowing battery charging. Chemical battery power is increasing with P Bel where P B ≤ U 2 oc /(2R B ). This constraint on P B is implied by (69) too. Lemma 8. The optimal control of problem (45) is
whereP is calculated by solving the Riccati equation,
Proof: The objective function of problem (45) can be generally written as As k f → ∞, the objective function in problem (45) is not finite, an average cost is considered [40] ,
If the state space equation in (45b) is in steady state, then equilibrium control, u eq = 0 and objective (86) has its minimum value when equilibrium optimum state, x eq =x. Furthermore, because k f → ∞, P in (83) tends to its steady state valuē P [37] . By replacing P (k + 1) and P (k) withP , the Riccati equation is obtained as (74). Using (80) and substituting x eq in (79) gives G(k) = G(k + 1). By replacing G(k + 1) and G(k) with its steady state valueḠ in (84) and using (74),
It can be obtained by using definition (80) and replacing u and x withǔ andx into (77) too. By substituting A,P and G in (85), u o is computed as in (73).
